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Mochi Makes Embroidery Design ITH Unlined Vinyl Bag Instructions 1 

 
Instructions: ITH Unlined Zippered Bag 5x7 

 

1. Gather materials 

• 7-9” zipper of choice (pref in coordinating colour) 

• Embroidery vinyl 

• Masking tape 

• Optional* metal D-ring or O-ring for keychain attachments 

2. Cut out vinyl pieces  

• 1x  7x3” “Top of Zip” panel 

• 1x 7x6” “Bottom of Zip” panel 

• 1x 7x8” “Back Full” panel 

• Optional* 1x 4x1” “belt loop”  

3. Hoop your 5x7 hoop with tear-away stabilizer 

4. Insert hoop into machine and run the first stitch colour (usually denoted as teal in the design sheet) as 

your placement stitch. 

5. Place zipper in thin, long rectangular area – zipper pull facing UP, lining up the zipper teeth with the 

center stitch of the thing rectangle. Tape zipper in place using masking tape.  

6. Place hoop back in machine and run next colour (usually denoted as purple in the design sheet) to 

baste zipper in place.  

7. Place “Top of Zip” and “Bottom of Zip” accordingly, lining them up to cover the placement stitch. Be 

sure to line up the raw edge of the vinyl close to the zipper teeth. Tape in place using masking tape.  

8. Run the next stitch colour (usually denoted as green in the design sheet) to secure the vinyl to the 

zipper. 

9. Run the next stitch colour (usually denoted as orange in the design sheet) to secure the vinyl pieces to 

the hoop.  

10. Run the next stitch colour(s) (this is usually the actual design stitch or stitches featured on the vinyl 

bag) for your particular bag design.  

11. Optional*: fold “belt loop” piece in half (wrong sides touching together) to make a loop. Add D-Ring 

or O-Ring to loop. Line up under zipper against outline stitch on preferred side with raw edges 

overhanging the outline stitch of the bag and the loop portion (with D or O-ring) facing towards the 

inside of the bag. When the bag is eventually flipped inside out, this will produce a protruding belt loop 

to attach a keychain of choice.  

12. Prepare for turning the bag inside out by moving the zipper pull to the center of the zipper itself – 

leaving one half the zipper open and one half closed (aka “half open”).  
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13. Place “back full” vinyl piece over the entire bag outline, covering the outline stitches completely.  

13. Run the final stitch to sew together all vinyl pieces.  

14. Remove hoop. Remove design from hoop. Tear away excess stabilizer. Tear away stabilizer behind 

zipper or use small scissors to remove and free zipper. Trim away any excess vinyl, especially around 

corners to produce smoother corners when turned inside out.  

15. Unzip zipper fully. Use hole created by unzipping the zipper to turn bag inside out. Press vinyl using 

hands to flatten. Smooth corners by using a dull rod (eg: chopstick) to push out corners fully and press 

with hand to shape flat. Your bag is done!  

 

For Tips, Tricks and more Tutorials Please Consider Joining Our Facebook Page: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/mochimakes 

 

Designs also available on Etsy (limited selection): 

https://www.etsy.com/ca/shop/MochiMakesShop 
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